JOINT MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK PROGRAM

FIELD INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION OF FACULTY FIELD LIASON

TO BE COMPLETED BY FIELD INSTRUCTOR

Faculty Liaison: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Semester: _________________________________ Year: ________________

This instrument is designed to assess the Field Instructor's perception of how effective the Faculty Field Liaison was in working with the field instructor and student. Results from field instructors will be aggregated in summary reports. None of the information you give will be provided to the Faculty Field Liaisons in any way that your responses can be identified with you.

Please bubble-in your response to each of the items honestly and carefully.

1. Effectiveness of faculty field liaison in explaining roles, tasks, expectations, requirements of the JMSW Field Instruction Program.

   O Faculty field liaison did not explain roles, tasks, expectations.
   O Faculty field liaison provided some information, but did not clearly explain roles, tasks, and expectations.
   O The faculty field liaison clearly explained roles, tasks, and expectations.

2. Consultation with field instructor regarding the 10 CSWE core competencies and the practice behaviors.

   O Faculty field liaison provided no consultation regarding the core competencies and practice behaviors.
   O Faculty field liaison provided some consultation, but did not clearly explain the competencies and practice behaviors.
   O Faculty field liaison clearly explained the competencies and practice behaviors.

3. Consultation to student and field instructor regarding field seminar assignments to be completed in the field internship setting.

   O Faculty field liaison provided no consultation regarding field seminar assignments to be completed in the internship.
   O Faculty field liaison provided incomplete consultation regarding field seminar assignments.
   O Faculty field liaison provided clear and complete consultation regarding field seminar assignments.
4. Communication with field instructor during the semester to monitor student’s performance, growth, and development.

O  Faculty field liaison made no visits or contacts.
O  Faculty field liaison had limited contact with field instructor.
O  Faculty field liaison had adequate contact with field instructor.

5. Provision of information and learning resources to field instructor and student as needed.

O  Faculty field liaison provided no information or resources.
O  Faculty field liaison provided some information and resources.
O  Faculty field liaison provided all appropriate information and resources as needed.

6. Effective assistance provided to field instructor for evaluating student performance.

O  Faculty field liaison provided no assistance.
O  Faculty field liaison provided some, but not adequate, assistance given.
O  Faculty field liaison provided clear and thorough assistance provided.

7. Please provide comments, suggestions and observations that would be helpful in improving the quality of the JMSW Field Instruction Program.